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Abstract

This work is motivated by the need for a 3D periodic mesh generator in various fields, such as material engineering or modeling
of nano-structures. In this paper, we present a software package answering this need, and which will be made publicly available in
the open source CGAL library.
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1. Introduction

CGAL, the Computational Geometry Algorithms Library (www.cgal.org), is an open source software library
offering robust and efficient implementations of various geometric algorithms. It has a number of industrial and
academic users in a wide range of fields, like molecular biology, medical modeling, astrophysics, particle physics,
geographic information systems, etc.

The library is a collection of C++ software packages with an homogeneous API. Its sticks to the generic program-
ming paradigm through templates, with a style close to the STL programming style [1]. Robustness is ensured by
following the exact geometric computation paradigm, in which decisions are made on the basis of predicate evalua-
tions that are guaranteed to be exact. Combining exact predicates with filtering techniques allows to gather efficiency
and exactness.

CGAL offers in particular a package for volume mesh generation in R3, based on Delaunay refinement [2, 3]; it
uses the 3D triangulation package [4]. While that package fulfills the needs of users for many applications, periodic
meshes are needed for other fields, such as material engineering and modeling of nano-structures, as confirmed during
several multidisciplinary meetings [5–7]. To the best of our knowledge, no publicly accessible software is answering
that need.

A package for computing periodic Delaunay triangulations in R3 was introduced in 2009 in CGAL 3.5 [8]. The
software was demonstrated by a video [9] and has already been used by researchers in other research fields, e.g.
condensed matter physics [10] and astrophysics [11, 12].
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After quickly reviewing the two CGAL 3D mesh generation and 3D periodic triangulation packages, we present a
new software for 3D periodic mesh generation. We show a sample of results it has produced, both on mathematical
surfaces and on real world data. The software will be submitted to the CGAL Editorial Board for integration into a
future release of the library, under a GPL licence.

2. CGAL 3D mesh generation

The mesh generation package of CGAL [3] allows users to generate isotropic tetrahedral meshes of 3D bounded
domains. Fig. 1 schematizes its design and the main steps of the computation.

The user defines the domain through an oracle, providing the mesh generator with predicates and constructions
that will allow it to query the domain. The domain may consist of multiple components, it may also be subdivided
in several subdomains. The behavior of the mesh generator can be customized to meet user-defined requirements, for
instance in terms of sizing field or quality (criteria on size or angles of mesh elements). The meshing algorithm is
based on Delaunay refinement: in a nutshell, facets in a first step, then cells in a second step, are refined until the
criteria are satisfied. The mesh is finally optimized in a later step. All details can be found in [2].
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3 Implementation Details and Software Design

CGALmesh [2] is the 3D Mesh Generation package of the CGAL library [13], which is available

on the CGAL website [12]. For Linux systems, CGAL is part of the package repositories of Arch

Linux, Debian-based distributions (Ubuntu, Mint, KNOPPIX, etc.) and distributions using the

RPM package manager.

CGALmesh has been carefully designed and implemented in order to achieve both reliability

and flexibility. We now go through the main design choices made during the implementation

process.

3.1 Generic Programming

CGAL is a C++ library, designed to be highly generic through the use of templates. Each CGAL

package provides the users with the ability to use their own data types for elementary geometric

objects as long as they provide the required attributes types and functions. Being part of CGAL,

CGALmesh follows such generic design and provides an additional level of genericness through

the use of an abstract oracle to interface with the input domain representation. This oracle

encapsulates the required domain knowledge. Supporting a novel type of domain representation

boils down to implementing a new oracle. The current software provides oracles for polyhedral

domains, implicit surfaces and 3D labeled images.
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Figure 9: Overall design of the mesh generation process.

Figure 9 depicts the overall modular design of the mesh generation algorithm and the inter-

action between the different modular components. The core mesh generation engine is described

in a dedicated publication [47].
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Fig. 1. The CGAL 3D mesh generator (picture taken from [2])

3. CGAL 3D periodic triangulations

Periodic triangulations in R3 can also be seen as triangulations the 3D flat torus, defined as the quotient space of
R3 under the action of a group generated by three independent translations. The CGAL 3D periodic triangulation
package [8] currently allows to handle Delaunay triangulations in the 3D flat torus R3/(Z3,+), for which the group is
generated by three equal length translations along the coordinate axes; its fundamental domain thus is a cube.

Periodic Delaunay triangulations can be constructed and modified incrementally by inserting and removing ver-
tices. The correctness of the algorithm can be ensured in two ways [13]. The default consists in computing in the
27-sheeted covering space R3/((3Z)3,+), i.e. with 27 copies of each input points, as long as the edges of the triangu-
lation are longer than some value; when all edges are short enough, then the triangulation can safely be converted to
R3/(Z3,+), and all remaining points are inserted without resorting to copies. It was shown that only the first few hun-
dred points are copied, so when the input data set is large, this has a very low impact on the running time. Optionally,
the user can choose the heuristic way: it consists in initializing the triangulation with a precomputed triangulation of
“dummy” points, chosen in a way to ensure that the above-mentioned condition on edge lengths is always satisfied;
then all input points can safely be inserted; the algorithm tries to remove the dummy points at the end of the construc-
tion, which is possible if the input point set is sufficiently large and well distributed. Both methods manage to use
copies of points only when actually needed, thus allowing for both correctness and efficiency.
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4. Periodic mesh in 3D

Our software uses the above two CGAL packages. As the 3D mesh generation package was designed on top of
the CGAL 3D triangulation package, several obstacles must be overcome to use a CGAL 3D periodic triangulation
instead.

Some of the difficulties occur at the level of the interface between the two existing packages, and require to modify
the CGAL source code, for instance:
• Since a vertex may be associated with several points, copies on an input point, accessing the precise point in

the domain must be done through t.point(v) instead of v→point() (here t denotes the triangulation and v

denotes a vertex handle).
• For the same reason, the periodic criteria must be given more information to access points. This is achieved by

passing the triangulation to the criteria as an additional template parameter.
Due to lack of space, we omit a few other technical changes to be done.

At a higher level, the semantics of the oracle and of the criteria is modified:
they must take periodicity into account. For instance, when evaluating the
predicate do_intersect_surface(Segment s) for a segment that intersects a
facet of the fundamental domain, it may be the case that s does not intersect
the surface in the domain, but its translated copy that intersects the opposite
domain facet does intersect the surface in the domain (see Fig. 2 for an illus-
tration on a simple shape in 2D). So, for such segments, if the first call of the
predicate does not find an intersection, it must be called a second time with
the appropriate translated image of the segment.

s

Fig. 2. Periodic oracle

Fig. 3. Meshing subdomains, and using a sizing field

The heuristic option presented in Sec. 3 is chosen for the
underlying periodic triangulation, so no point is duplicated
during the construction of the mesh, and only the part of
the shape that is included in one fundamental domain is
meshed.
The periodic mesh generator provides users with the same
flexibility as the non-periodic one: it allows to mesh mul-
tiple domains and to define shape criteria, as illustrated in
Fig. 3 for a triply periodic minimal surface, the Schwarz P
surface, containing spheres. (Handling domains with sharp
features and optimizations is in progress.)

Fig. 4 to 7 show results obtained on the gyroid, another triply periodic minimal surface. Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 show
results obtained on real world examples.
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Fig. 4. The mesh that is actually computed (only the interior tetrahedra
are shown)

Fig. 5. Visualization of eight copies of the surface facets of the mesh

Fig. 6. Visualization of eight copies of the part of the mesh
elements included inside the shape (in red on front: cells
cut by a plane)

Fig. 7. Visualization of eight copies of all mesh elements
(on front: interior of the shape in red, exterior in green)
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Fig. 8. Material used for bone scaffolding, eight copies are
shown (data courtesy of M. Moesen, U. K. Leuwen)

Fig. 9. Photonic crystal (data courtesy of M. Blome, Zuse
Institut Berlin)
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